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FOREWORD
The aim of this book is not the mere entertainment of the reader
there who can be considered a science fiction novel, but it is the
result of twenty years of research both in the field of philosophy
and science. I want to emphasize at the outset that my intention is
not to impose my views to anyone, if that were so it would have
been easy to say that this knowledge has been given me by divine
inspiration or something similar. Quite the contrary my intention
is to open the ability of people to disagree with anything that does
not convince them.
Many people from time immemorial have tried to find the keys to
unite science and religion without success may be achieved with
this book. I encourage the reader to assess freely these writings
with the hope that you can contribute something positive in your
life, like everyone commit successes and mistakes in my scientific
claims but after all the progress is to replace a good idea on the
other better. I would also like to explain what from my point of
view the mission of aliens on earth, everyone may freely form an
opinion about it in the hands of readers I leave.
This book has been translated from the original Spanish version.

CHAPTER 1 - HOME PLANET
Makes this about fifteen thousand years to a distant star located
about a hundred light years from Earth, there was coming to
maturity of its evolution a planet similar to ours, let's call this
world the original planet as this is the beginning of this story.
After many centuries of wars and conflicts planet finally reached
a situation of political stability and peace prolonged, this was
mainly due to four causes.
Political unification of the planet.
Natality control.
End of the pace of technological progress had reached its main
development.
Full development of the planet in the philosophical and moral
aspect.
UNIFICATION OF THE PLANET
In the background, the origin of wars, is one of its main aspects,
the desire of states to cover the entire planetary territory by force
is, peacefully, whenever the world is experiencing a technological
change, changes the order powers and this results in the country's
attempt favored by attempting to change overrule others.
However when a planet completes its development at the end,
usually the peaceful union of states occurs by creating a common
government for all. Following is the development of a common
language to reduce the distances between people. This would not
be an absolutist government but each state would retain a certain
degree of autonomy. This unification would create a certain peace
of mind that would move to other expectations.
BIRTH CONTROL
It is impossible for a planet that is limited in geographical space
can afford to have an unlimited population growth in the
twentieth and then century, this caused deep demagogues among

those who argued that birth control was necessary and who said
that the planet always absorb any increase in population. But the
truth is that only with the limitation to two children per couple is
possible that the resources of society reach everyone in a
sustainable manner. It is also true that social services should
guarantee work and housing for all citizens. On earth there are
many people who believe that ensuring basic rights for all citizens
eradicate privileges, but it is actually quite the opposite, the best
way to keep a privilege is not picking on the poor. Defend a
market economy, but eradicating poverty, ensure centuries of
progress that implanted societies. Of course those citizens who
refused to accept state aid could not expect favoritism.
END OF PROGRESS
With this title I am not referring to the absolute end of progress,
rather I mean the end of a historical process of evolution which
initially starts off slow and then increasingly accelerated almost to
a halt again, this marks the time when a planet reaches maturity,
this on earth could be in the twenty-fifth century, although it is
impossible to know exactly. The end of technological progress is
followed by moral progress, since this is more complex than the
last.
MORAL PROGRESS
The key to moral progress, is to assume that a civic behavior is
the only solution to enable coexistence in a composed of millions
of individuals society, it is imperative to eradicate despotic
behavior on citizens to achieve this end. Vanity and arrogance are
as diseases of the mind, but unlike other cured only with a firm
attitude and little permissive governments before them weak
policies that apply to offenders only get strengthened. This
requires that civil liberties are developed at its best, so that only
go to jail the real criminals. Failure to observe this only leads to
the development of mafias as occurred in the United States with
Prohibition.

THE IDEA OF HEAVEN
All cultures have some form of philosophy from heaven as a
place where one goes after death if you have lived a righteous life,
this actually stems from the intuitive idea that every society
progresses to find a technological balance and finally peace is.
Rather than being a person who acts correctly, it is the sum of all
individual correct behavior which leads to this result.
CYCLICALITY THE UNIVERSE
ETERNAL LIFE AND SPIRIT
In the twentieth century it was argued heatedly about what is life
and what is not, this is stupid root, it was said that the matter is
not life but begets life, as you can sustain such barbarity by a
scientific community that is seen evolved, the only way that is
possible is that matter also be life matter is life but in a state other
than the organic call, which best could be called biological
contradistinction to the above, what happens is that the mineral
life state needs to be refined in the formation of biological
structures to evolve, i.e. need to form plants, animals and people.
The reason is simple, life in mineral state is very crude in its
approach and development of biological structures allows the
reincarnation of mineral life in organic forms, which makes life
more interesting, partly because of the repetitive cycle life and
death, so the new birth life begins again and everything is lived to
its fullest again. The reincarnation of the spirit in the body
involves attaching the east with the matter, which results in a
more intense life expectations realization, because of the new
sensations that matter brings to continually spirit as it is not part
of he. This is because everything in the universe is cyclical
everything is repeated again in an eternal process in which the
same time start again from the beginning.
ETERNAL LIFE OF THE SPIRIT
In the same way that matter is neither created nor destroyed, life
in its essence either, if the matter is life and matter in their energy

state is eternal, just as life is eternal, therefore death it's just a
mere formality for the spirit, as this is eternal life cannot arise
from death.
THE ORIGIN OF LIFE
This is the most complex questions of the universe, so you cannot
expect me a great answer about say that like life, that matter is not
created nor destroyed only transformed, matter and vacuum form
a binomial so that the vacuum no matter or material without the
vacuum is not possible, arguably is a binary relationship of the
polarities of nature are derived. The universe continues
indefinitely in a process of creating worlds and destroying them,
until the time, at the same time starts again from the beginning is
over. In this cyclic process all beings are immersed and all
experiences cosmos end are experienced by all in a process of
continuous renewal. Living things in their essence can be divided
into two groups: the planetary beings, leading to the formation of
stars and planets and represent only one percent of the total. And
spiritual beings, representing ninety nine remaining. Planetary
beings are responsible for sustaining the spiritual cosmos and are
responsible for developing the organic life evolved as human in
order to reincarnate her later. Therefore it is no more than the
other minerals planetary beings exist only in a very basic level,
controlling the operation of the atoms without interfering with the
lives of people. Eventually they rotate functions and perform the
functions of each other, particularly in the next cosmic cycle. In
this context God is nothing but the set of universal laws that
among all beings are generated, although more accurately
expressed through the planetary beings. Who comes to life, it is
because he was formerly also live spiritually in the cosmos
everything is life, even planets and are living stars, but in a
mineral form, would be stupid to think that the earth could move
through space from five billion years ago while defending that has
no life itself, what kind of scientists have to defend such a thing.
Are also naive who care to get eternal life of the body, they do not
realize they already have a spirit that is.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF JUSTICE
The discovery by the society of the cyclical nature of the universe
and reach the conviction of the eternal life of the spirit, would
lead to a revolution in the moral aspect of humanity. The question
is simple, what sense does resort to violence as long as the
cyclical nature of the universe will someday all live the same
situations in life, when the universe begins again, life experiences
will be invested and every human being will live the experiences
of the other. Everything in the cosmos there is life even planets
are living in a way, and life is eternal because life is energy.
Through the indefinite repetition of the universe all live every
experience, in this case no longer makes sense to harm anyone,
since this would go against oneself. This does not mean that the
cyclical nature of the universe is the only way to do justice, since
justice we might call police, it represents the most obvious way to
punish improper behavior. Arguably police justice, i.e. which is
made with immediate effect through self-defense, or that takes
place across the state, accounting for up to eighty-five percent of
what you can do in the appearance of justice is this aspect which
should eradicate from society despotic behavior and vanity in
humans, taught from childhood that a civic behavior is essential if
you want to maintain cohesive a composite society million in all
the cities. What brings the cyclical nature of the universe is to
eliminate those fringes that might be whether the concept of
justice arises from the other mode, thus giving rise to what we
might call full justice. It is true that you can get very far with
education and progress in this field, but it is up to each consider
whether the two concepts of justice are true or just one. This
would result in the arrival of a genuine democracy in society, in
which the citizen is no longer limited to one vote every four
years, but rather decide each and every one of the laws.

CHAPTER 2 - THE JOURNEY
From this point the planet reached a great stability and began to
consider expansion space. That said, we must clarify that in the
cosmos there is only an evolved species that is human, there are
not many intelligent species as we see in doing science fiction
movies. In the same way that if a stone into the water pulled this
down to the bottom to be more dense, just as an evolving planet in
the end only the triumph of the human species, because it is the
most successful to develop a fully sort mode. It is at this time,
when the original planet discovered the land and plans to send an
expedition to it were established, they would be mainly two
reasons. On the one hand, study the Earth's evolution and
compare it with his own. And on the other, contribute as much as
possible to human evolution, but without interference, i.e. an
indirect way for land to develop itself, a planet would lose his
freedom if he will impose the ideas, the earth has to find their
own way. For this trip were used so-called generation ships, i.e.
ships that the crew would marry and have children, living a
normal life until they reach their destination. Contrary to popular
belief on earth, is not necessary for a spacecraft to travel very fast
through space to reach a planet, the key is not on speed, but on the
living conditions on the ship. People on earth cannot conceive of
space travel rather than a quick trips and especially in small ships.
Actually for interstellar travel required ships of up to several
kilometers in size are forming a space community, these ships
would not exceed fifteen percent of the speed of light, only
energetic particles reach the speed of light, the more inert and
material is an object, the slower it, so this speed would be cruising
speed of the fastest ships, by using nuclear power, ship an
indefinite power supply would be ensured all the way, do not
forget that in space this is the only energy that can be used, for
being the ship far from the sun, the trip and could last several
centuries, still life like on the planet of origin, the expedition
could have twenty thousand people in a dozen ships.
THE PERIOD IN SPACE

As I mentioned before space travel are not characterized by the
speed at which ships move in interstellar travel cannot speak for
periods of years but generations. Typically, when an expedition
reaches its destination, they have passed a minimum of thirty
years shorter trips, traveling at cruising speed fifteen percent of
the speed of light. To make this possible you cannot use any type
of ship, ships large city, with which to carry the same kind of life
they would have on earth, a space community of about ten ships
whose dimensions as are necessary oscillate between two hundred
meters and the kilometer and a half. Of course these ships have a
system of artificial gravity that allow them to feel at home planet,
they would marry have children on board ships and could travel
occasionally to other ships that would form the expedition, to
scroll through space is also feasible scales. A ship can start a
colony on a distant planet than their own and after a transitional
period of a century or two to start again another colonial
expedition to another star with some of the descendants who
would have developed on this planet, for these journeys use
nuclear energy as among the stars is the only energy that can be
used because of the remoteness of the sun, thus the possibility of
sending expeditions to very large distances becomes a reasonable
option. On earth, generations succeed one another without leaving
the planet and this is not considered as something strange, then
travel in mother ships would be exactly the same. Greater energy
savings for all materials be recycled and nothing would be thrown
into space, months these ships would accelerate just a few tenths
of a G (acceleration force) to acquire the necessary speed without
forcing the structure, which would be very slight. In this kind of
society would not exist humanoid robots, because as I told before
the human form is the sum of a body and a spirit, it makes no
sense to wait for a machine that is as a man, unless harbored a
spirit, but that is already the man, robots are rather a way of
playing with the idea of slavery, which from my point of view is
entirely reprehensible.
RAW MATERIALS

FOOD
Obtaining food for these ships need not take plants or animals on
board, since this is a primitive way of thinking about supply.
Rather this is achieved by producing synthetic form, this does not
mean that it is taking pills, food would have the same or similar
characteristics as those derived from plants, can be manufactured
vitamins, protein or fiber artificially .
THE DEVICES
All technological devices would be recycled after use without
wasting anything, spending the minimum energy in re-building,
and some metal or crystal structures could be reused in new
equipment thus achieving additional energy savings. In the end no
waste product would be thrown into space, since all waste, if
necessary, be reduced to its essential chemical principles.
ENERGY
The fission of uranium or other nuclear fuel, ensure the survival
of this expedition almost indefinitely, although this dangerous
energy in interstellar space is the only one that can be used.
BLACK HOLES
Many people wonder what is the nature of black holes, some
think they are inter-dimensional holes, others think that the
cosmos is swallowed, the truth is that all this black holes are
simpler than we can imagine. The physics of black holes is
actually the same as that of the stars and planets i.e. are simply
mass super-compressed, the only difference is that having such a
huge mass large pressures cause them to lose the atoms layer
outer electron therefore arguably a black hole is like a giant
atomic nucleus. Furthermore, these objects in the cosmos do not
cause any harm to the universal order, since they are necessary to
give stability to galaxies. First, there are black holes in the
galactic core, then the stars, then planets, lower pivots on a larger

mass. Black holes do not emit light or if so is very difficult to
detect because of its enormous gravity, of course if a spaceship
fell inside would be destroyed immediately and atomic elements
would be reduced to its most basic form.
Ultimately these objects far from being monsters they do is
stabilize the galactic system. Not make much sense to believe that
the enormous gravity of these objects could lead to a tear in the
fabric of space, first because space is not a tissue, it is absurd to
think that something that is immaterial can be drilled. Secondly
because the seriousness of these objects are not applied from the
top down but from all points towards the center. It is one thing to
explain gravity example a material sphere is used moving on a
fabric which encircles another heavy object, and another is that it
can be applied to a black hole, since in reality would be rather two
positions opposed tissues therefore assumed that pressure on fold
space be annulled.

CHAPTER 3 - ACTIVITIES IN ANCIENT TIMES
THE EARTH
When the expedition reached the solar system, installing bases are
organized, both the planets and the earth and the moon. From this
moment it is when really begin its mission, beginning to take
samples of plants and animals and also the study of human beings
if any. With respect to humans also exist the added task of
carrying out follow-up work and guidance in the process of
evolution. That does not mean they were to violate the interests of
these, rather it would seek to provide a stimulus in progress in
order to learn what they are able to assimilate.
EGYPT
On the banks of the Nile River was formed from time
immemorial a farming community together that summer were the
first societies of the earth to form a civilization around a control
policy harvests in a stable manner, and in 2000 BC these two
communities were the vanguard of progress on earth and evolved
in a calm manner. But in a relatively short period everything
changed, the planet had several thousand years out of the last ice
age which meant that the temperature of the ground was rising
steadily every century. Because of this, all North Africa began to
desertizarse quickly, leading to thousands of small ranchers and
farmers to migrate to Egypt as the only way to survive, it was
used by successive pharaohs to get a cheap labor and to thus
develop his delusional idea of building the giant graves that were
the pyramids. This climate change is the main reason that
civilization has been gradually moving from south to north and
has been the main cause of historical changes and was first in
Mesopotamia and Egypt, then Greece and Rome then in Spain
and France and finally in England and the United States, for
civilization I mean the forefront of this, not all civilization,
progress is always greater where the climate is more balanced.

ATLANTIS
Approximately fifteen hundred years before Christ, one of the
most advanced civilizations was the Minoan on the island of
Crete. He owed its high level of development mainly to being a
strategic point for trade between Egypt and primitive Greece. But
a geological event changed all of a sudden, a huge volcanic
eruption on a nearby island called Tera caused an ash cloud that
deposited in Crete and other islands damage irreparably crops and
livestock, in some cases there were layers ash up to several meters
thick. Hundreds of inhabitants of these islands fled in the few
boats that might get the last memory left with was the sight of
their island disappearing under the waters of the sea, of course
this was just an optical phenomenon caused by the curvature of
the earth, for those not accustomed to navigating the sight of their
island away from the base to the tip could lead to the idea that the
island had sunk beneath the sea. The settlers who came to Greece
after the disaster gave rise to the story of Atlantis transmitted to
us by the philosopher Plato. Today we tend to think of Atlantis as
such an advanced society that would spaceships among other
technological objects. Nothing is further from reality. This
civilization was indeed very advanced, but only from the point of
view of the time in which it existed.
HEBREW PEOPLE
Like many other communities in North Africa, the Jewish people
was also forced to emigrate to Egypt for the progressive
impoverishment of the earth. But the problem of desertification
was compounded by the volcanic disaster in the Mediterranean,
the serious damage caused in agriculture rain laden with volcanic
ash. This situation became increasingly untenable concentration
of populations on the banks of the Nile. The alien community
installed on the ground saw this as a good opportunity to start a
training project philosophically of earthly society and the Jewish
people was the ideal for achieving this end. It is the alien
community would guide and protect the Jews and in return
acquire these were their protectors commitment to follow his

teachings. It is from this moment when they began to manifest to
Moses and made a covenant with him, epidemics, hunger and
climatic disturbances did the rest, although the aliens had nothing
to do with it. From there the Jewish people was guided and
protected by they called angels and change began to develop the
commandments that they gave them, although many give and take
between these two communities, it is very difficult to coordinate
two companies that carry an evolutionary difference seventeen
thousand years. At night they are lit up with what they called a
luminous cloud, but it was actually an aircraft camouflaged
behind a cloud of steam.
THE IDEA OF GOD
In all societies it is common to some form of belief in a Creator
God, this was excellent for extraterrestrials and found ways to
communicate with Jews in a way that they would normally
appear. The true nature of God is not an old, bearded man as
many believe, rather God is the set of universal laws that govern
the universe. God is just because the universal laws are also, God
is in all of us because the universal laws are also expressed
through us. Equal universal law is observed by the fact that even
the most distant galaxies share the same rules as ours.
THE BIBLE
Is a grave error to take the Bible literally, because who does that
is put into the hands of manipulators by altering the writings
available from the weak mind what they want, the progress of
humanity has only a true path and is suspicious of everything and
not accept anything just because. You can have faith in
something, but that does not mean you should lose the ability to
reason, even those that take us fifteen thousand years ahead are
wrong sometimes, the true expression of freedom is to subject all
views to logical reasoning, however divine that those views are
proclaimed, handlers always resort to argue that their claims are
of divine origin in order to block the minds and prevent free
logical reasoning, the progress of ideas must go hand in hand with

the ability to dissent. Arguably, for example in Genesis it is
basically a compilation of ideas and old beliefs that probably will
not approach reality more than thirty percent. The Bible today,
could not be more than sixty percent of the events that actually
occurred, not only because they were able to manipulate written
later, but from the very beginning this is possible then how can
distinguish I truth from falsehood? That is where the capacity of
reasoning and scientific evidence. Although you should keep in
mind that philosophy does not have a process demonstration as
the classical physical evidence, so it is more difficult than other
science. The main interest of the aliens was to promote the idea of
justice and coexistence as the main element of their religion, it is
essential to coordinate large groups of population element. It was
also important to promote monotheism as an instrument of
progress towards the idea of a coordinator god, because it is the
closest thing there is to the features that make the universal laws
in the cosmos. Through the prophets like Ezekiel, the
extraterrestrials were shaping the culture that later became
Christianity.
SOME INTERVENTIONS IN THE BIBLE
THE PILLAR OF FIRE
The day the dwelling was erected, the cloud covered this, i.e. the
tabernacle of witness, appearing on the dwelling like fire from
evening until morning. So always happened (day) cloud covered
it night and something that looked like fire. And when the cloud
rose over the tabernacle, the children of Israel were put in place,
and the place where the cloud abode, there the children of Israel
encamped. At the command of the Lord the Israelites would set
out, and the order of Yahweh they encamped, and were encamped
all the time remaining on the cloud abode. Even when the cloud
tarried many days over the dwelling, the Israelites watched the
provisions of Yahweh and not break camp. So they did when the
cloud was a few days on the dwelling. At the command of the
Lord encamp and the order of the Lord they set out. When the
cloud stopped only from evening till morning, and rose in the
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